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Abstract

The dissertation asserts that Christ-focused small groups, parti

Northwest, can be a primary means of spiritual transformation
of belonging in the Body of Christ. Without these small groups,
can be little more than sentimentality. The term, small groups,
of Christ’s followers who “watch over one another in love that
to work out their salvation.”

Section 1 introduces the topic of a disconnect between the Chu
transforming community and the spiritual emptiness and lonel
Three challenges addressed regarding small groups are: inadeq

face time given the abundance of electronic connections, and r
by some. Section 2 evaluates four of the plethora of small grou
explains their shortcomings when measured against the distinc
Section 3 examines four major influences that shaped John We
primary mentor on small groups. These influences are: Wesley
God loved him, Wesley’s spiritual and secular environment, the
and individuals whose views on small groups influenced him. W

this dissertation and forms the template that guides spiritual tr
nurtures biblical community. Sections 4 and 5 describe the pur
the Artifact. The Artifact distinction is found in its focus on spir
should take place in the untidiness of relationships rather than
information, education, or social experiences. Section 6 sugges
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